
2 ORIGIN OF ERUPTIVE A»D PRUIAUY ROCKS.

gards tho part played by water seemes very reasonable. We ceau
readily conceive that it wou]d be, diflcuit f'or water, even under
considerable pressure, to obtain access by mens of fissures or
otherwise through tLe solid crust of the earth to the smelted mass
beneath. As previously remnarked, it would be impossible for it to,
penetrate the highly heated rocks constituting the inner part of
the earth's crust. But it would seem very possible, especially in
those volcanoes situated on the coasts of continents, for water to
obtain access to great depths in the crators and subterranean
canais. As to the cause of the rise of lava in these, Naumanu
propounds the following theory:

"lThe solidified erust encloses the fluid interior of our planet,
and at their j unction the same solidifying process, by which the
crust of the earth was formed, must stili be going on. Because
however imperceptible the raaiation of the internai heatmay now
bc, it stili continually takes place although in a lesser degree; and
it cannot bc doubted that on the inner side of the earth's crust fiuid
matter is continnally assuming the solid form. It is iudeed the case
that the greate.st number of fiuid bodiesexperienèe a diminution of
their volume, and oniy a few of tbem, such as water and bismuth,
expand, while solidifying, but ive must refiect that the relations as
to density of the bodies e'xisting in the great dcpths of the earth
ivhlere vulcanism bas its seat, must ho essenitially different from
those, whieh they possess on the surface, where we cau experiment
*with them. The pressure of the superincumbent masses must com.-
press the materials existing at these depths. But fiuid bodies are
gifted with a mucli greater degree of compressibility than solid bo-
dies, and therefore it can easily happen, that the niost and per-
baps ail fused inaterial wbich solidifies on the inside of the earth's
crust experiences in this solidification an increase iu its volume.
The unavoidable consequence of this ean be no other than that
during tbis slowly progressing solidification a diminution of the
capacity of the earth's crust takes place, that consequently the
the space enclosed by it and filled with fused inaterial is contrac-
ted. The next consequence will be, that a part of the fiuid ma-
terial will be pressed up somietimes througb one and sometimes
through another volcanie canal, until the weighit of the coIuma of
lava equM1izes the pressure in the interior. In this way the first
conditions are given by means of which volcanic eruptions become
possible."* The objections to this theppry lie in the following
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